Let it Rein
By Monica Erman

Understanding the Basic Ways to Use the Reins and Why.

N

eck rein, direct rein, in-direct rein, active rein, in-active
rein… what’s it all mean? Why do they all exist? Does
the everyday mule rider really need to know about
them? To this last question, I would answer that yes, every rider
should have at least a basic understanding of the various ways a
rein can be used and why. In this article, I will illustrate the four
basic reins, or ways the rein is used, and why it’s important to
know which one to use in various circumstances.
We will start with the most basic and move toward the most
advanced. Each one is important for its specific use. You may
find that you will use one or two more than the others, but at some
point along your riding experience it is very likely that knowing
these basics will come in handy.
But first, here are some rein essentials that may make it easier
to understanding the whole topic.
Two hands vs. one hand. An owner once asked me why so many
of the top trainers and clinicians ride their mules with two hands.
Don’t they know how to neck rein their mule? The answer is
yes, of course, they know how to neck rein, but neck reining isn’t
always the best way to control the mule’s body. Guiding even a
high level trained mule with two hands is often the easiest way
to achieve certain positions from the mule. A rider has more control of the mule’s left and right side when she is holding a rein on
each side. Neck reining, when done correctly, gives the mule less
guidance from the rein so that he relies more on the rider’s seat
and leg cues. But when the seat and leg cues need some practice,
using two hands can be the best way to convey the thoughts to
the mule.
Active vs. Inactive Rein. Most of the time, you’ll give your mule
a signal with one rein at a time. It’s very important to know which
rein is doing most of the work at any given moment. When you
ask your mule to make a turn to the left, are you doing it with the
right rein (as you would when you are neck reining) or the left
rein (direct reining)? A good rider is conscious of the pressure
she puts on the reins and what she wants the mule to do in response. Green or inexperienced riders will often put pressure on
both reins at inappropriate times. This makes it difficult for the
mule to understand what the rider wants. An active rein is the rein
giving the instruction - look right, turn right, move the shoulder
to the right, etc. An in-active rein hangs loose beside the mule,
not putting pressure on the bit.

Leading Rein
Definition: When the rider’s hand takes the slack out of the rein
by bringing her hand away from the mule’s side. Using the ‘leading rein’ guides the mule’s nose to the right or left, encouraging
him to look and move in that direction.
Purpose: To give the mule a direction by “leading” him.
When it’s used: This is very often the first rein cue a mule will
learn while being ridden. It’s meant to be as simple and clear a
direction signal as possible, gently guiding the mule to face the
direction the rider wants him to go. A leading rein has very little
backwards pull. This is beneficial when you’re needing forward
motion from the mule. If the mule is sluggish or young, he needs
to practice moving forward freely. A leading rein helps the mule

feel unrestricted or boxed in by the reins.
Direct Rein
Definition: The rider’s hand draws the rein in a direct line from
the mule’s bit to the rider’s front hip pocket. The rein should not
touch the mule’s neck. The rein should encourage the mule to
turn his nose in the direction of the rein being used.
Purpose: To cause the mule to look in the direction of the rein,
letting him know that is the direction you want him to go.
When it’s used: The direct rein is probably the most used rein
signal. Sometimes called a plow-rein, it can be very important
for training exercises that improve direction and body control.
Even mules who are more advanced can benefit from refresher
courses with direct rein cues.
In-Direct Rein
Definition: Like the Direct Rein, the rider draws the rein back
toward her body, but this time the rein comes over the mule’s
shoulder, toward his withers. But the rider’s hand should never
cross the mule’s mane. This causes unbalance in the rider. When
riding with two hands, the rider’s left and right hands should stay
on their own side, communicating with those respective sides.
Purpose: This rein cue is for achieving a bend from the mule

through his body. It encourages the mule to not lean in when making a circle. It can also be used to teach a mule to yield his shoulder away from the rein, beginning the steps toward neck reining.
When it’s used: After the mule has learned to yield to the bit and
break at the poll, the in-direct rein can help the rider show the
mule how to move his shoulder to the left in response to the right
rein. This is helpful for teaching the mule to yield to leg cues,
sidepass, pick up the correct lead and many other movements that
require shoulder control.
Neck Rein
Definition: The rider holds both reins, with even slack, in one
hand. When she wants the mule to turn, she moves her hand to
the right, laying the left rein against the mule’s neck. The mule
understands this means a turn to the right and looks slightly to
the left before moving his shoulders to the left.
Purpose: To guide the mule from his shoulders.
When it’s used: Neck reining is the showcase for a well-rounded
training. If attempted too soon, the rider will end up pulling the
reins so much that the left rein pulls the mule’s nose to the left,
making it very difficult for the mule to turn right. Neck reining
isn’t really neck reining – it’s shoulder reining. The rider needs
to realize that neck reining takes away the option of controlling

the mule’s nose with the rein. But by the time a neck rein is
achieved, nose control is less vital than at the beginning levels of
training.
Learning the various rein aids may seem like a complicated
topic at first, and you may not use them all on a regular basis.
Having additional knowledge is like having more tools in your
box. The more tools you have at your disposal, the easier it will
be to accomplish your goals quickly and easily. I hope this article
has helped you gain a basic understanding of how the rein can be
used effectively.

